80’S SCI-FI DOUBLE FEATURE
KRULL/SPACEHUNTER: ADVENTURES IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
Enter a World of Magic and Mystery
Synopsis:
Krull
Journey into a mystical time and place that belongs to neither the past nor the present, where extraordinary
creatures of myth work their incredible magic, and where a horrific, omnipotent Beast is the ruler. This is the planet
of Krull!
Prince Colwyn sets out on a daring mission to rescue his young bride who is held captive by the Beast. But slayers
and alien beings under the command of the Beast oppose him at every turn. Colwyn must first reach a faraway
cavern to recover the legendary Glaive, a flying blade capable of phenomenal powers.
SpaceHunter: Adventures in The Forbidden Zome
In the year 2136, Wolff (Peter Strauss), a wily salvage pilot and intergalactic bounty hunter, answers a distress
signal on Terra Eleven. Agreeing to pick up three women who've been shipwrecked, he lands on the planet only to
discover they've been kidnapped. Following their trail, Wolff soon encounters Niki (Molly Ringwald), a spunky
orphan who agrees to guide him across the Forbidden Zone, a vast wasteland populated by plague-infested
mutants. After many battles, Wolff and Niki finally reach the lair of Overdog (Michael Ironside), the planet's halfman/half-machine ruler. Discovering the women are held captive in Overdog's slave pens, Wolff's rescue mission
finally begins.
Target Audience: 18+, Sci Fi Fans
Notable Cast/Crew:
Starring: Ken Marshall, Lysette Anthony, Liam Neeson, Francesca Annis, Molly Ringwald, Peter Strauss, Ernie
Hudson, Michael Ironside
Krull was directed by Oscar® nominee Peter Yates (Bullitt, The Dresser, Breaking Away)
Key selling points:
• Two 80s Sci-Fi Adventures in one package for only $9.98

Krull
• Tremendous cult following!
• Beautiful score by Oscar® winning composer James Horner
• DVD Release garnered sales exceeding 200k units at $14.98 SRP
• At the time, it was one of the most expensive films made. They used 23 sets, 10 sound stages and several
filming locations.
"Excalibur meets Star Wars. Lavishly mounted."--VARIETY
Spacehunter: Adventures in the Forbidden Zone
• Molly Ringwald’s starring role just before her big break in Sixteen Candles
• The theatrical movie had parts of it shown in 3D and was partially responsible for the revival of 3D movies in the
1980s
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